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Abstract
This paper discusses the avoidance of stick-slip motion at
low velocities through feedback control. Simplified singlejoint robot models are derived for position and force control. It is shown that both models can be represented by
the same differential equation. Most prior work in control
has used friction models which depend only on the current, value of velocity. This type of analysis indicates that
stick-slip can be avoided only through velocity feedback.
T h e tribology literature, however, indicates that friction
also depends on the past history of motion. To include
this dependence, a state variable friction model is used
in conjunct,ion with the position and forcc control models.
Analysis reveals the existence of a second regime of stable,
low-velocity motion associated with position feedback gains
above a critical value. This is an important result because
the accuracy of position d a t a is typically much better than
that of velocity d a t a at these speeds.

1 Introduction
T h e effect of friction on robot performance has been demonstrated by a number of researchers [1,4]. Its effect is
perhaps most noticeable a t very low velocities. At these
speeds, motion tends t,o be intermittent. Commonly referred to as stick-slip, intermittent motion can lead to overshoot and large-amplitude limit cycling.
This paper addresses t,he question of how to achieve stable force and position control at very low velocities. The
answer to this question depends critically on the friction
model.
In the next section, friction modeling is discussed. State
variable models which include the transient, effects of frict,ion are introduced. In Section 3, simplified robot models are derived for position and force cont.ro1. Section 4
includes a stability analysis of the force and position cont,rol rriodels i~icorporat~ing
a linea,riaerl sta,tc vaiiable friction
law. T h e stability criteria are compared with those

Figure 1: Friction Force Versus Velocity.
Static Model. (b) Complex Model.

2

Friction Modeling

Contrary to what is taught in introductory physics, the
friction force for steady sliding is a continuous function of
velocity - at least as long as the direction of relative motion
is not reversed. The slope of this curve depends on the
composition of the materials and any lubricant between
them.
The characteristic friction-velocity curve for hard materials separat,ed by liquid lubricants is contrasted with the
static-kinetic model in Figure 1. For liquid lubricants, this
curve is usually referred to as the Stribeck curve. For the
range of low velocities labeled A , the curve can have a steep
negative slope.
It is important to note that friction-velocity curves,
including Stribeck curves, represent frict,ion behavior for
steady sliding. Sanipson et al [IO] were among the first to
note the multi-valued behavior of friction. Friction is not
determined by current velocity alone; it also depends on
t,hr past, history of mot,ion. This functional relationship for
the friction, f , can be expressed as

f ( t j = F [ V ( t )a,(t);
,
V(7-),an(7-j], --ccI < 7- < t
in which V denotes velocity and
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obtained using a friction law which depends only on current velocity. Section 5 discusses the implications of this
analysis for the control of steady, low-velocity motion.
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normal stress.
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State Variable Model Step Response

111a coiit,rol contest,, Dah1 131 and W-alrath [la] developed
t,rmisient, models for friction and stiffness in ball bearings
oscilla.t,iiig ahoiit, zero velocity. However, t,lieir steady-state
frict,ioii-velocity curves were flat. They observed a const,ant
( ’oulomh frict,ioii level dependent only on the sign of velocit.y. Their models’ t,ransient response resulted only from
velocity reversals. Since it has been demonst<ratedthat
atly-st.at,e rolio( frict,ion is similar to Figure l ( b ) (see
[I]),t hase models ;ire inadequate for our purposes.
Jntl(Apendeiit of t.lie tribological community, researchers
in earthqiiake prediction suggested that, earthquakes are
s( irk-slip events chic to t,he relat,ive motion of the earth’s
c-riist.;~Ip1at.e~.
;t result, Ruina and others have worked
oii t,lir c.speriiiien( a1 and t,lieoretical development of constmi1,iitive friction rrl;itioiis [9]. Their experiments were performed on rock samples with and without “lubricants”.
‘rliese relations are referred to as state variable f r i c t i o n
niodels.
The st,at.e variable frict,ion laws proposed in the literature
t.ypically possess the following three properties (assuming
constant normal stress):
(1) A Steady-state Dependence on Velocit,y.
(2) An Instantaneous Dependence on Velocity.
(9) Characteristic Slip Distances.
The st,eady-sta.te effect, ( l ) , represents what we have
been calling t.he frict#ioii-velocityor Stribeck curve. The instant,aneouseffect,, ( a ) , means that, an instantaneous change
in velocity results in an instant,aneous change in the friction
force i n the s a m e direction. The third property indica.tes
t,ha,t following a sudden change in velocit,y, the steady-state
curve is a.pproached through an exponential decay over
charact,eristic slip distances. For constant normal stress,
the general model including the n state variables, 6’i is given

kf

I his form iniplies that, a. sudden change i n velocity cannot
~ ) ~ o d u ca.csutltlcu change in t,he &ate, 0 , but does affect
it,> h e derivat,ive. Hence, the direct velocity effect t,akes

I

,

place. at constan(, stat.e. The steady-state €rict8ion-velocity
be obtained by set,ting the g1 e(411;i.l to zero and
siil,st,it,iii.ing t I i r rc:sult,iiig values for 8, int,o f. A very simple
1n.w of this t.ypcb containing a single state va.riable is [9]:
c - i i n ~ ccaii

I, is a charackristic lengt,h controlling the evolution of the
The pair (15,fo) corresponds to any convenient point
oii the steady-stsatefriction-velocity curve. In this case, the
s(.a.t,e.

st,eady-state ciirvc is given by

TIie functional form of this and other state variable models
was deduced from the response t o step changes imposed
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Figure 2 : Response to Step Changes in Velocity: Single
State Variable Model.
on the velocity at the friction interface. The fact that
very small, steady velocities were achieved through closedloop control in these experiments indicates that stable, lowvelocity control is possible - a t least for rocks. The response
to step changes in velocity for this simple state variable law
are depicted in Figure 2 .
Many steady-state laws appearing in the literature represent the transition from static to kinetic friction by a
term exponential in velocity. A general model of this form
including Coulomb and viscous friction is:

with constants C O , . . . , cq > 0. Note that the state variable
models were specifically developed to model low velocity effects while steady-state laws are formulated to fit the entire
velocity operating range.
The state variable friction laws were developed from
experiments involving sliding rocks using only sub;\t ances
such as water and gouge as lubricants. It is reasonable
to question their applicability to lubricated machine parts.
Strong motivation for the state variable models is provided
by the experiments of Hess & Soom measuring friction for
an oscillating velocit,y of const,ant sign [6]. They found
that as the amplitude of oscillation increased, the frictionvelocity curve became a closed loop centered around the
steady-st,ate friction curve.
While Hess & Soom modeled this behavior by introducing a simple time delay in their steady-state equation, the
simulated response of a state variable law (shown in Figure 3) compares favorably in shape with Hess & Soom’s
experimental plots. Thus their experiments confirm that
transient friction behavior can occur in conventional lubricated systems and suggest that it may be of the type represented by state variable friction laws. Similar experiments
involving velocity steps are needed to confirm the applicability of the state variable laws, in part,icular, t o confirm
the existence of a direct velocity effect.
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Figure 5: Mass-Spring Model Obtained by Transforming Parameters t o Account for Transmission Rat,io.

Figure 3: Response of S t a t e Variable Friction Law t o
an Osc,illating Velocity, I' = Vi Vl s i n ( w t ) , Vo > Vi.
For this set, of parameters, w = 1 traces out, the stea.dys t a t e curve shown.
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Figure 6: Simplified Model Obtained by Placing t h e
Transmission at the Motor or the J o i n t .
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Figure 4: Lumped Parameter Model of Single R.obot
Joint.
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for arbitrary displacenients of an actual transmission. Note
that motor friction is computed as a function of the original
motor displacement, znl, and its time derivatives.
If speed reduction occurs at the motor or the joint, either k m - t r or &.A, respectively, is very large compared
to the other stiffnesses. For these cases, the transmission
inertia can be combiiied with that of the motor or link,
respectively.
As noted by Townsend, placing the transmission at the
joint makes for a stiffer transmission and maximizes opeiiloop position bandwidt,h [ll]. In either case, the model
simplifies to that of Figure G using the following transform at ions.

Robot Modeling

The lumped parameter model for the motion of a single
robot joint is shown in Figure 4. This inodel has three inert,ia elements for the motor, transmission and link. Associat,ed wit,li each inertia element is a friction I'orce or torque
arising from the relative motion between an element and its
su1)port.s. Each inertia element is conneckd to its neighbor(s) by a spring. In the case of force cont.ro1, the contact
between the link clement and the environnient~has an associated stiffness. k c . A lever is used to represent a transmission with a reduction ratio of N : 1.
'The transmission can be eliminated from Figure 4 to get
the mass-spring model of Figure 5 by using the following
transformations.

M A = Ar2M,,,
F A = IVF,,~
X;

=x ~ / N

hltT = Jt,/t12
fin = f m ( N e : n ,
kk-tr

L v i : n , .

,

.)

= N'km-tr

While these transformations hold only 'for small displacements of the drpicted transmission, in general, they hold

Transmission at Motor
bt, = k L 4
M; = hlh +hilt,
M;/ = M(
fm = fm
ftT

+

Transmission at Joint,
k t , = kkTtT
= M&
M y = M( Mt,
fi = fi
ftr

+

+

One furt,lier simplification is made to obtain a single
model which can be used for investigating the low-velocity
stability of both position and force control. It is assumed
that a high-gain, servo-controlled motor capable of both
torque and velocity control is used. It is assumed that motor friction is small compared to t,he rest of the system and
t,hat servo feedback is sufficient. to produce a steady output force or position trajectory. (This implicitly assumes
that high-gain feedback can stabilize low-velocity frict,ion
in very stiff syst,ems. Later analysis will show this t,o be
true.)
For position control, this assumption means that tlie
mot,or can produce a displacement, L ~ and
.
the model
reduces to what is shown in Figure 7(a). For force control, we take the motor out,put as t,he the force, FnL!and
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Now consider the force control model in Figure 7(b). If
the displacement of the surface, summing
forces yields the following.
zr3= 0 represents

mxl = F,,,

//////////////I
(a)

+ d ( t ) - f - k w i l - kpx1

(10)

+

fricU0" inlerfece

Let i l ( f ) = VO i ( t ) as before. The dynamic equation is
the same as that obtained for position control, namely, (9).

Position Control

..l

4

(bi Force Conhol

b'igiir(~ 7: hloclols for Testing the Sta.bility of Low\'rlocit,y Mot,ioii cor Position a n d Force Coiit,rol. They
asstiin(' t hc Iiiot,or caii be regarded as a positaionor force
source, respvct ively.

iriake t,he further assumption that cont.actsstiffness is much
sniiiller than transmission stiffness or I;, << k t r . The forcecont.ro1 model appears as Figure 7jb). (In Eigure 7, we have
droppod (.he prime on zn2 and substituted m for Mi'.)
The
springs in t,liesr models represent the inherent stiffness of
t,lic mechanism. In order to int,roduce viscous damping, the
dashpots shown in Figure 7 have been added. The parallel spring and dashpot of Figure 7(b) can be viewed as a
visco-elast,ic finger .
These are the simplest models incorporat,ing both fric(.ion and flexibi1it.y. Note that, t,he force control model is
siniilar to one used by Armstrong to analyze open-loop,
force-control experiments on a PUMA robot [3].
A s will be shown, the models in Figure 7 are equivalent
for ohtraining bounds on feedback gains for steady sliding.
(-'oiisi(li:r first, the position-control model of Figure 7(a).
Slimming forces on the mass. m ,
mil = / i l j ( k , , l- 2 . 1 )

+ kP(zn, - ~

i )

f +d(t)

Consider the class of friction laws which depend on the
current velocity a i d slip history assuming constant normal
stress.
f ( t ) = F [ V ( t )V; ( T ) ] --oo
,
< 7- < t
(11)
Assume that f can be separated into an instantaneous
rate-dependent component and an evolutionary component. The latter tends toward a steady-state value for sufficient slip at a particular velocity. In the systems of interest,
the slope of the steady-state friction-velocity curve is negative for a range of low velocities.

Following Rice and Ruina [8], the impulse response will
be used to represent the linearized behavior of f ( t ) around
the equilibrium point, fSS[l/O].

f ( t )= f S S [ W

f ( t )= fss[Ko]

+ f v v ( t )-

i'

g ( t - T ) V ( T ) ~ T (13)

Experiments indicate that the instantaneous dependence of
friction on velocity is positive and so f w > 0. For the case
of negatively-sloped, steady-state friction curves,

f* <

1°0

s(t)dt

The following conditions are imposed
fd8(&))

=d(t)

(12)

and the steady-state change of friction with velocity is

+ k ( t ) , i ( f ) << I/,

+ k , . i + k,r + (f -

h(t - T ) V ( T ) d T

in which fv and g ( t ) are dependent on VO.From this equation, the instantaneous rate of change of friction with ve-

thc resulting dynamic equation is
.m?

1'

(8)

M'i~,htlist,iirl)ances, . i l is pert,urbed from stekidy sliding,

iintl

+

Recognizing that the direct velocity effect is an impulse
function, we can take it out of the convolution integral,

[rii(Irr the assumption of steady niot,or motion, i, = VO. In
t,lrr alwciice of disturbances, c / ( t ) , the st,eady-state solution
yiclcls a. spring tlisplacenient, haS.

, i ( ( f ) = 17,

Linearized Friction Analysis

011 g ( t ) .

(9)

III this forniulat,ion, k , and k,, are t,he inherent stiffness and
damping of t.hc t,r:insmission. They can also be int,erpreted
it5 fcetl back gains.

The condition g ( t )
monotonic.
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ensures that the overall decay is

Inserting this equation into (9), the dynamic equation
for position and force control, yields

mx

+ k , ~+ ( k L +, f,)i -

i'

g(t -

T ) ~ ( T ) =
~ Td ( t )

(18)

Taking the Laplace transform of ~ ( t and
) solving for
X(S),

us consider all possible values of k , starting with k ,

+

ms2

+ (fi)+ k , ) s + k p = 0

-

LN

<0

g(t)dt

(29)

+ (k, +

fu

- G(s))s

(30)

is negative for small real s and positive for large real
This follows from continuity since

k,

(21)

+

Since m > 0, instability will occur if (fl, kl,)< 0. If
the friction law is negatively sloped at 1.b t,lien additional
damping, E,,, is needed t.0 achieve stability. The value of
E , can be selected as the minimum value of k , = - f , ( V )
for 0 5 V < I&,,, to achieve asympt.ot,ic stability over the
whole range of velocities. In this linear analysis, the only
requirement on k , for st,ability is that kJ3> 0.
For example? consider the frict,ion law

fu

then there is at least one positive real root in this case since
ms2

Stability is determined by the locations of the poles of X ( S )
which for this simpler case are the rools of

X.

-+

k,
Consider for a moment the simpler friction law, f =
f ( V ( t ) ) .In this case,

-

For the preceding e q u t i o n to be true with R e ( s ) > U, s
must go to infinity. Since G(m) = 0, the real part of the
solution is
R e ( s )= -U, + kLI)
(28)
2m
Since ft, and IC, are both positive, this is a contradiction
and so (27) has no unstable roots for k ,
00.
Now consider when k , = 0. If our fixed value of k,,
satisfies

I;,

+

+

fil

fu

- G(0) =

ku

+

=

k,

+

- G(m)

LW

fiz

-

fv

> 0.

S.

g ( t ) d t < 0 (31)
(32)

So as k p goes from infinity to zero, a root, or pair of roots,
must cross the imaginary axis. Substituting s = 0 and
s = fico into ( 2 7 ) show that these are not solutions since
m, f, , k , and k , are all positive. The remaining possibility
is a pair of imaginary roots, r t i w associated with a critical
value of k,.
- rnw2 i b ( k v

+ f,, - G(kiw)) + k,,

=0

(33)

Separating this equation into real and imaginary components gives the following equations for w and kcr.
In this case,
ku

+

fu

=

kcr

=

lm
Lm
g ( t ) cos(wt)dt

mu2 + U

g(t)sin(wt)dt

If fv < 0, a positive k , is needed to stabilize the system.
The hardest velocity to stabilize (requiring the maximum
k , ) is found using

Using our assumption that g ( t ) 2 0 and noting that

to be

we see that ( 3 5 ) has a solution only if

vc,

For asymptotic stability, E ,

=

3

(34)
(35)

C3

> -fu(l/LT)where
The stability results are summarized below.
For a frict.ion law of the form f = f [ V ( t ) ]asymptot,ic
,
stability is achieved for:

Let us return t,o a.nalyzing the feedback gains necessary
t,o stabilize (19). Since G(s) can take on complex values,
the analysis of the pole locations of X ( s ) for this syst,em is
more involved. Following the derivat,ion in [8], a root locus
for k, is constructed while holding k,, fixed. Consider tmhe
roots of the following.

ms2

+ ( k V + j o- G(s)) + k , = 0

(fu

> -f"(r/b)

and k ,

> 0.

+ k v ) > somg ( t ) d t

and k ,

T

5

> 0.

OR

(27)

For Re(s) > 0 . G ( s ) is bounded since it,s int,egral over time
is bounded (see (15)) and, in the limit, G ( s CO) = 0. Let

-

k,

For a friction law of the form f = f [ V ( r )--cu
, <
t ] , asymptotic stability is achieved for:

(f,

+ k , ) < soW
g(t)dt

and k ,

> kc,.

Nonlinear analyses of friction laws with one and two stat,e
variables appear in Gu et a1 [ 5 ] .
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Iiiiplicatioiis for Robot Control

111 deriving tlir cquat,ions for our models, we interpreted k,
a r i d k,, as thc inlic.rent damping and stiffness of the system.

Of course, we can also interpret them as the feedback gains
of our controller. In this light, what the preceding analysis ha.s shown is that velocity feedback is not t,he only way
to stabilize a system with a negatively-sloped steady-state
friction-velocity curve. Analysis of state variable friction
models, which include the transient effect.s of friction, reveals that sufficiently stiff systems will also be stable.
Recognizing the effect of stiffness on stable sliding is not
a new result. Rabinowicz noted with surprise in 1951 that
by increasing damping or stiffness, not only could t,he amplit,ndr of stick-slip be reduced, in many ca.ses it could be
elirninat,ed ent.irely [ 7 ] .
12 robotic demonstrat,ion of the st,ability of stiff systems
may be reflected in the experimental results of Armstrong
[I]. He found he could obtain very small velocities open
loop by applying current ramps to the first. joint motor
of a PUMA robot while it pressed against a hard surface
through a spring. Stiffer springs yielded smaller velocities.
He reports stick-slip for the negatively-sloped region of the
friction-velocity curve for all but the very lowest velocities
obt,ained. These points were, of course, obtained using the
stiffest springs. TJsing a friction model dependent only on
current velocity (such as (22)), the amonnt, of damping necessary for st-a.bilityfalls off as zero velocity is approached.
(Sec ( 2 3 ) . ) Even so, Armstrong reports that these points
should require substantially higher damping for stability
t h a n was observid. In the context. of a state variable fricr. the st.a.bilityof t,liese points is due to the
large stiffness o f the springs used t,o obtain these very low
velocit,iex.
The a.ci.ual choice of stabilizat,ion through k , or k, will
depend on the frict,ion law and the accuracy and cost of
a.vailablr sensors. T h e optimal choice inay include both position and velocity feedback since increasing k , decreases
t,he critical value of k,. (See (35j.) 1Vit.h current sensor technology, sta.bilizat,ion through position feedback may
b r best since posit,ion dat,a can be accurately and directly obtained using position and force sensors (typically,
2(.)<< r2(;.)).

6

sliding only through velocity feedback, our analysis indicates that steady motlion can be obtained through position
feedback as well. This is an important result since sensorderived position data is typically much more accurate than
velocity data.
While the state variable friction laws were developed to
explain rock friction, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that similar laws hold for friction between lubricated
metals. To confirm the ideas in this paper, experimental
work is needed on two fronts: (1) determining state variable friction laws for lubricated metals and (2) applying
these results to robot control.
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Coiiclusioii

The ability to achieve st,eady, low-velochy motion is important for robots as well as for any machines with tasks involving fine positioning or force control. In practice, however,
t,he highly nonlinear behavior of frict#ioiinear zero velocity
imposes a minimum stable velocity below which stick-slip
occurs. This places a limit on position and force resolution.
In addition, the overshoot associated with limit cycling can
lead to task failure.
In t.his paper, we have explored the ramifications of transient friction behavior as expressed by state variable friction
laws for the contxol of st.eady, low-velocity motion. While
frict,ion laws which neglect transient effect,s predict stable
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